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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. Self-intersection local times for a stochastic process (X,, P) are 
random measures concentrated on the set 
((f,JJX,,=L]. 
We investigate self-intersection local times for the Brownian motion in 
Iw”. The simplest one can be described symbolically by the formula 
B(D)=j 6(X,-X,)dsdt, (0.1) 
D 
where 6(-v) is Dirac’s function. Rigorously B(D) is defined as the L*(P)- 
limit of 
B,:(D) = 1 S,(X, - X,s) ds dt, 
-0 
where functions 6,; converge to 6 as &JO. 
It turns out that B(D) = co for every open set D which intersects with 
the diagonal (t, = t2 }. However, Varadhan [V] has shown that 
B,:( D,) - u log(s - ’ ) converges to a finite limit as E JO if D, = 
‘0 <s < t < u}. Rosen [R2] has found an expression for the limit in terms 1 
of Ito’s stochastic integrals. 
The integrals (0.1) and their renormalizations have been studied also in 
[Y 1, L 1, L2] and, for the Brownian motion in lR3, in [ Rl, R3, W, Y23. 
0.2. In this paper we investigate more general self-intersection local 
times 
B,(D)=j d~dfji.(d;)6;(X,)6z(XI) 
n 
(0.2 1 
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and their renormalizations 
d?(D):, = j ds dt j J(dz): 6,(X,) 6,(X,):. (0.3) 
D 
Integral (0.2) coincides with (0.1) if A is the Lebesgue measure. 
The path integrals (0.2) and (0.3) have already been studied in CDS]. In 
[D4] these integrals have been investigated for a random domain 
D = (0 <s < t < [}, c being a random variable independent of X, with 
an exponential probability distribution (we call :B(O -C s < t < c):2 the 
squared occupation field for the Brownian motion killed at 0. 
Now our objective is to give an explicit expression for the path integrals 
(0.2) and (0.3) and for the squared occupation field using Ito’s stochastic 
integrals. 
0.3. Let (X,, P) be the stationary Brownian motion in 08’. In 
terminology of [D6], formula (0.2) defines a homogeneous additive 
functional of (A’,, P) whose characteristic measure is the image of il under 
the mapping x + {x, X} f rom R2 to R4. Let A be the additive functional of 
the first order with the characteristic measure A. We express B and 93: in 
terms of the Lebesgue integrals j Y,dA,, Ito’s stochastic integrals j Y,dX, 
and their combinations. Writing 
YdA.dX, 
means 
Ys, 1 D(~, I) dA, 1 dX, 
0.4. We use the following formula which follows easily from 
Lemma 4.3 in [D6]: if A is a homogeneous additive functional of order k 
with the characteristic measure 1, then for every positive Bore1 function f, 
I’ I f(t), X,,;...; tk, X,,; u1, X,,;...; u,,, X,+) A(dt, ,..., dtk) 
= (fP)(tl,Xl;...;tk,Xk;~l,yl;...;~n,yn) s 
x dt, . ..dtklz(dxl...., dxk) dy, -.-dyn. (0.4) 
Here p(t,, Xl;...; tk, x,; u,,y,;...; u,, y,) is the joint probability density for 
X 1, **., x,,, x,,,..., xun. 
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P is an infinite measure but we apply to it probabilistic language 
speaking, for example, on convergence in probability. 
1. A STOCHASTIC VERSION OF GREEN'S FORMULA 
1.1. We say that a set D in the (s, t)-plane is a simple domain if it 
is a union of a finite family of domains of the form 
where I,(S) are Bore1 functions. (The summands can be chosen to have 
pairwise intersections of the Lebesgue measure 0.) Through all the paper D 
means a simple domain which is contained in the half-plane (S < t}. 
1.2. THEOREM 1.1. Consider a bounded Bore1 function f (s, x; t, J’) defined 
for (s, t)E D, .Y, J’E R’ such that the partials f, = i3f/dt, fy,= af/ay, and 
f,; ,, = (?Zf/&,,$v, are bounded and continuous in t, ~3. Put 
a =, fdA r, (1.1) 
dz = -(,f, + A,.,f/2) dA, dt-V,.fdA,,dX,, (1.2) 
wlhere all the coefficientsf; ,f,, A,.,j; and V,.,f are evaluated at (s, X,,; t, X,). 
We have 
with the counterclockwise oriented boundary aD. 
Ifj’does not depend on y, this is a special case of Green’s formula. 
1.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. is based on the following version of Ito’s 
formula. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let F(t,y,co),tE[tl, tz], PER’, co~!S be a real-valued 
function with the following properties.. 
(a) .for every, pair (t, J)), F( t, y,. ) is $-measurable, 
(b) the partials F,, F!,, and F,,,., are continuous for almost all co. 
Then 
dF=(F,+AF/2)dt+VFdX,, (1.4) 
where F, F,, AF, and VF are evaluated at (t, X,, w). 
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Usually Ito’s formula is proved for F independent of o. However the 
standard proof (see, e.g., [Dl, Theorem 7.21) does not need any substan- 
tial change for F described in Lemma 1.1. 
To prove Theorem 1 .l it is sufficient to apply Lemma 1.1 to 
F(t, Y, w) = [As, X,(m); t, Y) l,(s, t) dA,. 
Remark. It follows from Lemma 4.1 in [IW] that, under the conditions 
of Theorem 1.1, 
as well. 
2. LIMIT BEHAVIOUR OF SOME INTEGRALS 
2.1. For every function q(r), r > 0 we put Q(x) = q(lx\) and 
q(.u, .v) = q( I Y - xl ). Let 
p,(r) = (27-U-I epSizr. (2.1) 
The truncated Green’s function is given by the formula 
g: = j” P, dt, g”=g& (2.2) 
E 
Note that, for 0 < E < u < co, g;(x, II) is a bounded P-function in x, y. 
LEMMA 2.1. For every u, 
where 
L(r) = i log r, 
g”=L+h”, (2.3) 
(2.5) 
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and C is Euler’s constant. We also have 
s 
,x 
g”(r) dr < GO 
0 
The function h”(x) is of class C” and 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
;dh”(x) =p,(x). (2.8) 
ProojY By a change of variables in the integral (2.2) we get 
g”(r) = S( r2/2u), 
where 
S(r)=(27$‘j”sA +ds=(2n)~‘(Z, +12+Z3), 
(2.9) 
I,= ‘(I --em ‘)smlds, 
s 0 
ds = -log t (2.9a) 
[to evaluate I, we use an integration by parts and a well-known expression 
for -C= r’( 1) (see, e.g., [GR, p. 946, Formula 8.367.4])]. Formula (2.3) 
follows from (2.9) and (2.9a). It is easy to get (2.6) from (2.3) and (2.7) 
from (2.9). Formula (2.8) can be obtained by a direct computation using 
the expression for the radial part of the Laplacian. 
2.2. THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that 
s I(d.x) g,“(.q y)” A(d,v) < co fork=1 and 3 (2.10) 
andfor all,finite u. Let 
cc: =Vg,“(X,, X,)f(s, t) dA, dx,, 
where f is a bounded Bore1 function. 
Then 
s 
or,” E L2(P) forall O,<s<u<cO 
D 
(2.11) 
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and 
I 1 a: -+ at in L*(P) as E JO. (2.12) D 
Proof. Without any loss of generality we can assume that f= 1. We 
note that 
(2.13) 
with 
Y, = 
s 
Vg,“(X,, A’,) 1 .(s, t) dA,. (2.14) 
We have 
YW IVg:(x.,,X,)Vg:(Xw X,)1 l,<,<,<,dA,dA,. s 
Since the characteristic measure of dA, dA, is equal to I(dx) L(dy), it 
follows from (0.4) that 
. w  G 2 s IVg:(x, z) Vby(Y, z) IP(& x; u, y; t, z) 
xl o<.s<c~r~(dx)i(dy)dzdsdu. (2.15) 
The integral of p(s, x; v, y; t, z) over (0 < s < u -=c t; E < t < U} is smaller than 
g’(x, y) g”(y, z), and we conclude from (2.13) and (2.15) that 
P[~ja:/*]gzj I vg: (XT z) VaYY z)l &Y(X? z) g”b, z) 
x I(dx) I(dy) dz. (2.16) 
We note that 
W(x)=~$.g3--) with r= 1x1 (2.17) 
and 
-$ g:tr ) = je” (2nt)-’ eerzi2’( -r/t) dt 
= (nr)-1[,-r*/2u_,-r*/*&]. (2.18) 
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By (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18) 
x I(dx) II dz. (2.19) 
It follows from (2.10), (2.6), (2.7), and Lemma 2.2 (which we prove in the 
next subsection) that the integral in the right side of (2.19) is finite. By 
Fatou’s lemma, P[ 1s cc; I’] is not larger than this integral with u replaced 
by E. Both statements (2.11) and (2.12) are proved. 
2.3. LEMMA 2.2. Suppose ihat g(r) is a positive decreasing function on 
the positive ha(f-line Judith rhe properties. 
0 -c cl dg(r)/llog rl d c2 -c cc for all sufficiently small r (2.20) 
and 
i 
g(r)dr<co. (2.21) 
Then there exists a constant a such that 
i g(y,z) I.u-zl ’ IJ’-z/ ~‘d~<amax[g(y,z)‘, l] ,forall .K,JJ. (2.22) 
Pro@ We note that the regions 
R, = (I:-yl >max[Iz-xl, $1, 
R2= {1:-x a;}, 
R,={Iz-,11<1) 
cover the entire z plane. 
On R,, the integrand in (2.22) is smaller than 2g(p)/p with p = Iz - XJ 
and the integral over R, is smaller than 471 J g(p) dp. Same estimate holds 
for R,. 
Let Y = I?‘- .x1, h = (x - y)/r. Changing variables by the formula 
)V = (z - y)/r, we get that the integral over R, is equal to 
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where 
I, = 5 g(rw)lwl -2 dw, ZCIwl<r- 
I, = I g(rw)lwl-’ lw-b(-‘(lwl- lw-bl)dw, 2s 111.1 sr-’ 
I, = s g(rw)lwl-’ lw-b(-‘dw. IW < 2 
We note that I, = I, = 0 for Y > l/2. For Y 6 l/2, 
I, Gg(2r) jr-’ 27cp-‘dp = 2xg(2r)llog rl. 
2 
It follows from (2.20) that [log rl/g(r) is bounded on the interval [0, l/2]. 
So are [log 2r(/llog rl and g(2r)/g(r). Hence I, < const. xg(r)‘. We get the 
same estimate for II, I by using the inequality ) JwJ - Iw - bJ ) < 1 which 
implies that Iw-hl > 1 for IwI >2. 
Now put 
~,=(lw-Wl4), 
s2= {lw-4 G 14). 
Since 1 = lb\ < Iw -bl + JwI, we see that Iw-bl 21 on S, and IwI 24 on 
S,. The integrand in I, is smaller than 2g(rw)/lw( on S1 and it is smaller 
than 2g[r(w-b)]/lw-bl on S2. Hence 
s 
3 
Z3 d const. x g(rp) dp. 
0 
It follows from (2.20) and (2.21) that I, d c,g(r) + c2. 
2.4. LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that the measure il is finite. Then for every 
bounded Bore1 set B c {s < t}, 
Pi g”dA,dt<co. 
L.l 
(2.23) 
For every bounded contour Tc {s < t }, 
Pj g”dA,<oo 
r 
(2.24) 
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I Ilog(t-s)l ds< CO. r 
Proqf: By (0.4) we need to check that 
(2.25) 
j P(S, -u; f, y) g’(x, y) 1 ,,(s, t) 4d.u) dy ds dr < co, 
I ~(3, -u; t, I’) g”(x, y) l,&, t) R(d-x) d?, ds < co. 
This follows easily from the equation 
=(2~)-110g[(u+t-s)/(t-~)] fors<t. 
Remark. Condition (2.25) is satisfied if I- is at positive distance from 
the diagonal {s = t ) or if the diagonal is not tangent to f. 
3. LOCAL TIMES 
3.1. THEOREM 3.1. Let Eb he a ,finite measure subject to condition (2.10). 
Suppose that D c {s < t 1 and that f is a bounded Bore1 function in D such 
that f, is corltinuous in t and bounded. Then 
1 
= -4s 7l D 
(fX; Ix: I -’ dA,, d/Y, +f, loglx-:I dA,v dt) 
+ 1 .fh Ix: I dA,, in probability, 
i 13 
(3.1) 
where 
x; = x, - 2cs. (3.2) 
Proof: We apply Theorem 1.1 to a = fgz dA,. Taking into account that 
+Ag,” = pu -pt, we get 
j- .hdA,dt=j- 8,+J2J&‘d& (3.3) 
D D 
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where 
8, =fV,,g: dA, dx, + (Sp, +f,g3 dAs dt. (3.4) 
We claim that 
!'~S,hP,dA,df=~D8,+ I,fg”dA, in probability. (3.5) 
Passage to the limit under the integral signs is justified by Theorem 2.1, 
Lemma 2.3, and by the dominated convergence theorem. 
Let c(, =fh”dA. with h” defined by (2.5). By Theorem 1.1, 
JD&-jaDu,=O. 
We get (3.1) by subtracting (3.6) from (3.5) and using (2.8). 
(3.6) 
3.2. THEOREM 3.2. Let ,I and f satisfy conditions of Theorem 3.1 and let 
I-, = aD n (s < t > satisfy condition (2.25). Put 
:PE: =p,v,, J-,1 - 48, (3.7) 
where 
We have 
!$o.f:p,:dA,sdt 
* i [f~I~I~2dA,dX,+f,log(lX:.I/Jt-s)dA,dr] = -- 
71 D 
1 j- -- flos(lx:l/~)dA,+x~~~dA,] in probability (3.8) 
7c rl 
where r2 = D n {s = t}, XT is given by (3.2) and x = (C - log 2)/2n. 
Proof. By applying Theorem 1.1 to 
a= fQE dA, 
with 
Q,=&log(t-s+c) 
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we get 
- s DfW%df=j f,Q,dA,dt+~~,OfQ,:dA,. (3.9) D 
By adding Eqs. (3.3), (3.6), and (3.9), we get 
/“f :P?: d/i, dt = c, I’,: + j<,ofk;,: dA.o (3.10) 
where 
We note that 
with 
‘i’c = B,: +.f, Q,: dA.\ dt + da 1, 
IL’, = g:’ + Q,, - h”. 
MS, = H,, - g” 
H,, = -A log( IX; l/dlr-s+c). 
It follows from (3.4), (2.8), and (2.3) that 
?i’,, =f(vL -Vg’) dA, d/Y, +f,(H,; -g”) dA, dt. 
By Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.3, and the dominated convergence theorem, 
[fVg” dA,y dX, +f,g”] dA, dt - s g” dA, 1 = 0 in probability. rl 
It follows from (2.3) and (2.5) that w,= --X/Z on r,. Since 
H, - Ho = Q, - Q,, we prove (3.8) if we justify passage to the limit under 
the integral signs in 
s D.f,Qc dA.\ dt and I JQc dA,. (3.11) fl 
We note that IQ.1 <c(o) < act for all E<$ and all (s, t)E Dn {t-s>+}. 
On the other hand, [QJ 6 IQ01 for all E-C+ and all (s, t)eDn {t--s<+}. 
Thus by Lemma 2.3, the dominated convergence theorem is applicable to 
the integrals (3.1 I ). 
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4. SQUARED OCCUPATION FIELD 
4.1. Now we consider the Brownian motion with killing rate k. Its 
transition density is jF,(I y-x() where j,=eVk’p, and p, is given by (2.1). 
The death-time 5 is independent of the path and has the exponential 
probability distribution with parameter k. 
According to [D4, D5], the occupation field and its square are defined 
as the following L2-limits: 
Here 
and 
with 
T,, = s ’PAZ, J-,)dt 0 
4~) =~LCz, x)d&, Y) iT(x, Y) dx &=g&, z)= j-i; g dt 
We compare this expression with (2.9a) and we see that 
2nc(e)=S(2ks)= -C-log2ck+~2k’sl(l-e-‘)ds. 
0 
We put 
= s 4dz) ds dt lo<.s<,<jdAz, Xs)d&, X,). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let I(dx) = p(x) dx, dA,Y = p(X,) ds, where p is a bounded 
integrable function. Put 
cjEj. = j dA, dt 1 o<s<t<c P*,(Xs, X,)2 (4.7) 
y,i=SdA,dtlo<.s<,<iP2,(X,,X,). (4.8) 
Then VCij. - c$,:~., ~,:j, - YfzL and c(E)[ T,, - A(0, [)I tend to 0 in L*(P) as E 10. 
Proof is based on two lemmas. 
4.2. LEMMA 4.1. We have 
PA ItO A,(I) =f j ~,(dx)iD, Y) Mdy), (4.9) 
PB,(D) B,(D) =; j. pL,(dx, dy) H(x, y; x’, y’) p2(dx’, dy’). (4.10) 
Here I= {O<t<[}, D= {O<s<t<[}, A,, B, are additive jiinctionals 
corresponding to measures 2, and pi, respectively, and 
H(x, y; x’y’) = g(x, x’, y, y’) + g(x, x’, y’, y) + g(x’, x, y’, y) 
+ g(x, y, -x’, Y’) + SW, y’, 4 y) + SW, 4 y, Y’) (4.11) 
with 
i3Zl ,=*,=3,z4 )=,a z1,=2) az,, z3) Is,, z4). (4.12) 
Proof: Formulae (4.9) and (4.10) can be proved similarly. Since (4.9) is 
proved in [ D2] we prove here only (4.10). 
The right side in (4.10) is equal to 
+?( s, t, s’, t’) B,(ds, dt) B,(ds’, dt’) e-kmax(‘,“), 
where Q = (0 <s < t, 0 <s’< t’}. By (4.7), (4.10) holds with 
H(x, y; x’, y’) = 1 ds dt ds’ dt’ lo(s, t, s’, t’) e--kmax(‘,r” 
xp(s, x; t, y; s’, x’; t’, y’). (4.13) 
We get (4.11) by splitting Q into a set of measure 0 and six domains 
corresponding to various orderings of the set {s, s’, t, t’} (for instance, the 
first term in (4.11) corresponds to the ordering {s <s’ < t < t’}). 
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4.3. To formulate the second lemma, we need some preparations. 
Let F= FE(w), 0 < E < e0 be a family of random variables. We write FE d 
if, for every n = 1, 2 ,..., there exist c,,6,>0 such that EIF,J”<c, llog&(6n 
for all sufficiently small E. We write F N F if there exist c, 6 > 0 such that 
E( F, - FE)* < c?. It follows from Minkowski’s and Hiilder’s inequalities 
that d is an algebra and that the elements F z 0 form an ideal in d. 
LEMMA 4.2. Consider four replicas Xi, ri,, i = 1, 2 of the Brownian 
motion in R* which are conditionally independent given Xi, pi, i= 1, 2. 
Moreover Xh = Xi, and Yh = Yg are independent and have the law 1 subject 
to the conditions of Theorem 4.1. 
Then S contains 
@(Xi,, Y!,,,.) for all i, j and all a, b 2 0 (4.14) 
and it contains 
km-:,, 3 Xi,,)? a y:,,:  Y,,,) (4.15) 
lf i #j or a # b. 
We have 
g(XI,:, Yi,) = g(XA, YA) for all i, j, a, b. (4.16) 
Proof. By symmetry we can assume that a > 6. Suppose that b > 0. 
Then 
Eg(Xi,, Y$J’= 1 I(dz,) A(dz2) q;,(a&, z,; b&, z2), (4.17) 
Eg(X&, XL,,) = E& pi*, YX,) = !” I(dz) q:(a&, z; br, z), (4.18) 
where 
The following estimates have been proved in [D4] (see l&B, C on p. 28): 
for every n = 1, 2,..., 
I g(x,y)“dy<c forallx; (4.19) 
q”,(t, z, t, z) < c llog E I6 for all z and all sufficiently small E. (4.20) 
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(Here c and 6 are positive constants which depend on n.) 
It follows from (4.20) that J q;(s, z , , t, z2) d const. Therefore (4.17) is 
bounded as E JO. If s > t, then 
q:(s, z, t, z)= s ps-,(z, dw) qZ(t, w, t, z) 
and therefore (4.20) implies that (4.14) is bounded by c (log b&l’. 
Now we observe that 
By 1.8.D in [D4], there exist c, S > 0 such that 
for all sufficiently small t. Hence g(XLC, Yj,,) 2 S(&, Y$,). By the symmetry, 
also g(Xl,,, Yir) E~(X:,~, Y&), and (4.16) follows. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1. By (4.6) (4.3) (4.10), and Lemma 4.1, 
with the processes Xi, Yi described in Lemma 4.2. Analogously 
f’d;; = E H(X& A’;,; y;, y;,), (4.22) 
PV,;.b,j.=EH(XE> Xi Yh* YL). (4.23 ) 
By (4.11) and (3.12) H(x, y; x’, I”) is a polynomial in 
g(?r, x’), gty, y’), &?(A v), gtx, $1, tT(-x’, .Y), a-x’, Y’). 
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By substituting u for g(x, x’), u for g(y, y’) and w  for the rest of the 
arguments we get the polynomial 
f(u, II, w) = 3uuw + 3w3. 
Let 
Ul =gw:, g,, uz = d(x;, x:,), VI =&Yy:, q2, 
w =8(X& Yh). 
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that 
wx;, J$ y;, Y,‘,=f(u,, 01, WI, 
wx: > 2; cl> y:,, ‘Vf(U, 9 02, WI, 
fw;, x:,; r;> y:,, =f(uz, u2> WI. 
u2 = 8( y:, y:,), 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
Given XA, Y& the random variables u L, u2 are independent of u, , u2 and all 
four variables u, , u2, u, , u2 have identical conditional distributions. Thus 
Ef(u,, u,, w) = Ef(u,, u2, w) = E$‘(uz, u2, w) and, by (4.21) through 
(4.26), if,.;. - bcj. -+ 0 in L2(P). 
We note that, by Lemma 4.2, d,.; belongs to d and that YE’,; = e2ke$hj.. 
Since ezkc ‘Y I, we see that Y,:, ‘v #cj.. 
BY (4.9), 
Hence 
PC T,, - A( = ; [I’ M, dt - j-*& M, dr] < $ j-; M, dt, 
0 E 
where 
M, = j” 4dx) drb, Y) 4&J. 
Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, M, is bounded and therefore 
T,, 2: A(I). 
M)7/65/3-5’ 
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4.5. THEOREM 4.2. The squared occupation field for the Brownian motion 
in R’ bl,ith the killing rate k can be represented by the formula 
log ,Xc, +C+;log; 1 dA, (4.27) 
Here D= {O<s</<i), E. is a$nite measure with a bounded density and A 
is the additive ,finctional corresponding to 1. 
Proof: By (4.4) and (4.6), 
$ IT’:,.;. = f 
J‘ 
IT’:,,, ,l(dz) = V,.j. - C(E) T,,, 
and, by Theorem 4.1, 
4 :T2. .ci - YE, + C(E) A(z) + 0 in L’(P) as &JO. 
Using (3.9) withf’= 1, we conclude from (4.28) that 
; IT’:,; - W,, ---t 0, 
(4.28) 
where 
W,,, = 1 :jjzE(Xc, X,): dA, dt - 
n 
C(E) + $ log 2~ I A(Z) 
+j;&(l-s+2E)dA,. 
It follows from (6.5) and Theorem 3.2 that W,, tends to the right side in 
(4.27) as ~10. 
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